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MOHICANS WIN FOR THE .
THIRD SUCCESSIVE YEAR

15, 1930,

HOLLINS, VIRGINIA

Dr. Dodd Gives Series
of Addresses at Hollins'
Dr. William E. Dodd, Professor and Chairman of the Department of History .at the
University of Chicago, spoke at Hollins on
March loth, lIth and 1'2 th, on the subject of
"Little Men of Great Influence," namely"
Thomas Paine, Robert .J. Walker and ~ol.
Edward M. House.

For Miethird successive year t.he ~ohican
Blues' will have had their names mscIlbe~. on
the basket ball trophy cup. The most excltmg
of these three games. wa~ play~d last, Satur~ay
afternoon in the gymnasium With the tesulnng ,
THOMAS PAINE
score of 19-14. ', The game was called at twoI dealis! and Revolutionist
fifteen with Miss Harriett Dickson, of Roanoke,
refereeing and Miss Helen Marbut, of H~r
Thomas Paine, whose name is omitted from
risonburg umpiring in the absence of MISS most histories, was a man without a country,
Elizabeth' \Vebb, of ~ichmond, who was to a religion or a place among mankind, yet a
have refereed the entlIe game but who was great man who had a part in making this
unab'le to reach Hollins in. time for the start. country.
The second half was refereed by Miss Webb
Thomas Paine, the Quaker stay maker of
and umpired by Miss Dickson.
Thetford, was wandering about London at
During the first half of the , game some of the age of thirty-seven when Benjamin Frankthe fastest ·and prettiest basket ball ever played lin met him and sent him, with letters of
at Hollins was exhibited, although the score introduction, to Philadelphia. He became a
at the end of the half was ~ather one-sided, printer's assistant and in his articles sounded
, being 13-4 in favor of the Blues. In the second art appeal for woman's suffrage and a criticism
half the Reds forged ahead until the score stood of slavery.
17- 13, whereupon the Blues called time out for
When the American Revol ution broke out,
a conference and came back full force to hold in 1775, he wrote the' pamphlet Common Sense
(CONTINUED ON' PAGE EIGHT, COLUMN THREE)
which was the first demand ' for complete
separation from Great Britain except those
--------~~~------that had been made by Samuel Adams.
During the war Paine served as a private
and later on Washington's staff and wrote the
pamphlets called T he Crisis which so stirred
and kept up the spirits of the patriots. After
the
Revolution he served Morris as a propaDorothy Q'uarles, Captain of the winning
gandist
in rehabilitating the country. As payMohican Team, was awarded the highest
athletic honor, the Hollins blanket, given for ment Paine was given stock in the 'national
2,400 athletic points, at the basket ball banquet bank. This later kept him from starving. He
was also given several grants of land by the
last Saturday night.
'
Other awards, ' which were presented by enthusiastic states.
Paine
soon
sailed
for England to teach
Miss Quarles as President of the Monogram
and
joined
a club for peace and
liberty
there
CI ub, were as follows:
Numerals (500 points), Katharine Locke, freedom. At the outbreak of the French
. '33; Marguerite Harwell, '33; Louise Druch- Revolution he hurried to France where he
lieb, '32; Mal Tabb, '32; Mary Adams Holmes, added to the flame by his writings. When the
:Revolution became violent he returned to
'31, and Emily Saunders, '30.
Monograms (1,000 points), Dorothy Sorg, England.
"'hen Burke wrote his famous , Reflections
Ted Tidwell and Laura Hoke.
Stars (for every 250 points above mono- on tILe French Revolution, a severe criticism of
ram), El eanor Wilson, Nancy Wil son ( 2 ). it, Paine wrote his more popular reply, The
ancy McIntosh, Dorothy Sorg (2), Marian Rights of Man. He had difficulty in getting
Speiden, Charlotte Patch, Janet Stirling (2) it published but it was immensely influential,
hardly any reform being made in England
nd Dorothy Quarles (2).
from
1790-1\792 that had not been suggested in
The dining room had been very attractively
the
book.
Paine was forced to flee to France
decorated by Miss J essie Pollard and her
committee-Lucy Robinson, Lenora Alexander, by the government and was declared an out'
Betty Ingles, Eleanor Bowen, Eleanor Bray, law in England.
Few
Englishmen
have
been
welcomed
by
Grace Pulliam, Christine Turner, Anne Jones
and Elizabeth Bruce. The pillars in the dining the French as Paine was at Calais. He was
room had been converted into totem poles such elected representative to the National Conven.. were used by the Northwest Coast Indians. tion by both Calais and Versailles but chose
the center of the table represented a typical to serve from Calais. When he protested
Indian village. The authenticity of the decora- against the execution of the French sovereigns,
Paine was called a foreigner, although he had
tions was established by Dr. Palmer.
At the speakers table were Mr. Turner, been naturalized, and forced to retire from the
Toastmaster; Dorothy Quarles, Captain of the Convention. He continued to work on a French
Mohicans, Nancy Wilson, Captain of the Yem- constitution, however. Robespierre soon had
assees; Miss Rath, Yemassee Coach; Miss Paine arrested and put in a dungeon to await
Chevraux, Mohican Coach; Mrs. Turner, for- ' execution, which he narrowly escaped. Paine
mer Blue Captain; Sunie Johns, Red Cheer I t ~eived no help from the American AmbassaLeader; Mary Belle Deaton; Blue Cheer dm Governeur Morris, but through a friend,
Leader, and Dean Webb, President of the he I ter helped Morris to escape from France.
Athletic Association.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE FOUR, COLUMN ONE)

Award Hollins Blanket
to Dorothy Quarles

NUMBER 10

THE HONOR STUDENTS
ARE· ENTERTAINED BY
PRESIDENT COCKE ,
President Matty Cocke entertained th~
honor students and the professors of the major
departments at a dinner at the Patrick Henry
Hotel, . Tuesday evening, March , 11th. The ,
tables were beautifully decorated with centerpieces of daffm;Jils, yellow roses, yellow snapdragons and ferns, representing the green and
gold of Hollins.
Mr. M. Estes Cocke acted as toastmaster
and first introduced President Cocke who
welcomed the guest of honor, Dr. Dodd, the
Faculty and honor students. Dean Williamson
then spoke, the theme ot her address bt:ing the
difference between "the ~fe of a student and
student life." She spoke of the many outside
activities on the modern college campus which
tend to take away time from scholastic work
and which make up student life. In speaking
of the life of a student Miss Williamson used
two similes, comparing the true scholar to a
pure crystal and to an athlete diving, every
nerve eager, every muscle tense. ' These two
pictures represented the life of a student which
should be the goal of everyone.
Mr. Cocke then spoke a few words about
the unrest in the colleges of to-day which seems
prevalent in all parts of the country due chiefly
to the many outside campus activities. He
mentioned the many changes which are taking
place in colleges such as the new methods of
examinatioris~ He then emphasized the responsibility of honor students on the campus, for
it is their duty to stimulate academic interests
and keep scholarship on a high basis. '
Dr. Dodd, ,t he speaker of the evening, was
introduced by Miss Margaret Scott, professor
of history, who said that Dr. Dodd was to
speak on a subject which is "~ question that
only a brave man can discuss; the truth about
the past."
The subject of Dr. Dodd's address ' was
History and Patriotism,· the question, has
(CONTINUED ON PAGE SEVEN, COLUMN THREE)
--------~Q~---------

Announce Models for '
the 1930 Fashion Show
The Fashion Show, which is to be presented
on March 29th in the Little Theater, is going
to be quite unique, entirely different from any
that has been given in previous years. It is
going to be colorful! Beautiful gowns! Beautiful girls!
And STUDENT LIFE has the honor of announcing the models. We congratulate you!
B. Forman & Son: Harriet Wynn, Martha
Huguley, Mary Stoakley, Margaret Sockwell,
Frances Gravitt, Jrrances Lineberger.
Samuel Spigel: Elizabeth Thompson, Ruth
Morton, Eleanor Wilson, Dorothy Towles,
Nona Stokes, Adele Dwyer.
fleironimus Co.: Elizabeth Platt, Elizabeth Triplett, Virginia Crocker, Shirley NewbouJd, Alice Lavindar, Louise Moore.
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Articles by Local Writer.
In the Current Issue of
Junior League Magazine

There are certain changes that should be made,
else progress would be impossible. Yet, why
•
I
should there be a wholesale tearing down of
•
I
~tfe
everything existent at the present time? W~y
••
I•
should we become anarchists? No one Will
Published fortnightly durinJ the
I deny that changing conditions make necessary
col/ege year by. a staff
I
In this month's issue of the J uni?r League
changes in all phases of life, but they do not
I
composed enttrely
demand a total abolition of all things that Magazine there is an. excellent a.rtlcle about
:I
0/ students.
have proved good through the years. Rath~r, Hollins written by MISS Margueflte Hearsey.
they make a distinction between . the superior
Miss Hearsey has outlined the history of
••
and
inferior
and
endeavor
to
Improve
the
the
College, showing the "pioneering and pro
•I
STAFF
••
latter.
'
gressive spirit of the founder," and th~ r~e'?t
It is a perfectly well known ~act that peo.ple beginning of the endowmen.t fund, which It IS
I Editor-in-Chief . . .. . ANGIE E. TURNER
••I A ssociate Editor ..... EUGENIA BRIDGES
look upon Hollins as possessmg somethll~g hoped will be completed th!s rear.. '.
Associate Editor . ....•.. SARAH WELCH
I
"different." Few institutions may be placed I.n
She outlines the three principles IOslsted up
•• Business Manager . . . ... ELEANOR BRAY
that category. Further, people speak of thiS on by Charles L. Cocke, and constantly kept
I A rt Editor . ... .. . .. . BETTY LAWRENCE
"difference" as something beautiful and good, in mind by the present administration. The
••I
something under the influence of which they first policy of Hollins is to be ."alert to .the
••
like to come; something infinitely desirable. If best in the new developments 10 education,
Reporters
••I
people who merely visit our campus for a day but also to 'hold fast to that which is good'."
Elizabeth Adkins Margaret Sockwell I
or so or even a few hours, feel thiS, why should The second principle is that of "~eligio~s a!,d
•••I Elizabeth Houston
Anne Fleming
not ';"'e who have lived here under the shadow ' academic freedom," and the last IS the behef
Frances Hunter
Malvina Tabb
of Hollins for a matter of months and even that standardization of the product of a school
Nancy MacIntosh
~ettr .Waring
years? If only one person or a small group or college is the last aim to be sought for."
Mary Alice McConnell Vlrgmla Webb
recognized this "somethi~g,". it migh.t ~e called This is what she calls "unleveling edu«:ation."
Frances Flather
Anne Philips
a mere trick of the imagmahon, but It IS not an , There is, also, in this issue, an article by
Elizabeth Rice
exclusive point of view. It i.s the reputation ~f Virginia Dunklee on • . "Plato al)d Modem
Hollins ' wherever her name IS known. ~hat IS Education."
----------~ this "something"'? Some, when asked thiS quesA copy of this magazine has been placed
~.-------------------------------, -tion look dreamily off into space and murmur, in the library for those who are interested in
The editorial staff of STUDENT L!FE reserves "The atmosphere, perha~s.". ~hat do you say reading these articles.
tire right to 'Withhold from publrcatro!, any that it is? Whatever It IS, It must not . be
article which it deems necessary; also rt. 40es destroyed! It should be the care of the new
not assume th e responsibility .for the ~prnrons Hollins. Then, What Shall We Keep,!
impossible that any girl at Hollins could be so
expressed by contributors 0/ srgned artrcles.
unaware of the type of conduct expected of
her that she would be noisy, rude and inatte.ntive at a concert. The spectacle of a girl
WHAT SHALL WE KEEP? .
slumped down in her seat, her feet prop~ed up
on the rail, chew~ng gum and read 109 a
Ever since the launching of the endowment
magazine throughout the concert makes one
campaign and doubtless even before that, !he
wonder
how far we have "progressed" from
campus h'as been flaming with ideas regardmg
No doubt, had the artists durin~ the Tu.es- the Hollins girls who conceived the idea .of the
how Hollins should be changed. Pr.obably no day evening concert centered then attention
two ' people entirely agree as to Just what upon the balcony they would have felt th~t Little Theater and those who have carned on
changes should be made but it is safe to .say they were performing before a very unapprecI- their tradition. It u~ed to be that one wore
that nearly everybody agrees on one pOln~; ative and rude audience. A glance from the evening dress to the Little Theater and out
namely, that Hollins should be c~anged. ThiS stage would have revealed girls w.h?~e. feet of respect for the founders of the Little Theater,
year has probably witn~sse~ more c~anges t~an were propped up on the balcony ral!mg ~nd if not the entertainment itself, behaved as
any previous year and, I?cld~n!a\ly, the passIOn whose jaws were rhyth~ically keep.mg time though it were an occasion of dignity and some
for change has reache~ lts, ze~lth. The .endow- with the music by the aid of ch~wmg gum. formality. The behavior in the balcony on. the
ment approac"~~ ' ~;(s completIOn; Holhn~ ~as Some were occupied with ~tudYI.ng; oth.ers, "night of the Van Vliet conce~. was certal!,ly
become a l"1.:mber of the American A~soclahon letter writing and still others m SOCial c~attmg. no improvement over the traditional behaVior.
of _Cglkges; plans for the new Holhns ~ave Unfortunately, the talking was ~ annoymg that
Spring is here and we're having lots of
been submitted; we, ourse1~es, have , received anyone who did want to enJoy the concert
more privileges than Holhns students. have was unable to do so. Such conduct has nev~r weather 1 And ~oesn't the campus look lovely
ever before enjoyed and yet we are unsatisfied. happened at Hollins before. Shall we begm -there's a bright, flowery patch here a~d there
We are demanding other things-alm?st a n~w to tear down those ideals that our predecessors and the willow trees already show SignS of
college, in fact, and we. are demandmg SOCial have created for Hollins? What rig~t. have green. With such ideal surroundings why
and educational uniformity.
we, as a group, to ask for more pr~vl~eges don't we keep them ideally? The path f~om
Why should we want our college to be cast when we as yet do not know the prlncI~les the tea house to the College can be a charmmg
in the same mold as all other ' American col
of etiquette? Shall the Student Bo~y sanction walk beside a pretty stream, or it can be a
leges? Why do we deman~ uniformity? Why such or shall we, through pubhc opinion, place to throw papers, boxes, apple cores, ice
do we wish to be standardized? Is that nec.es
cream cones, etc. Do you get me?
suppress such rude behavior?
sarily progressive? People who hav~ studied
the college and univerSity pro?le~ m all of
Since this is apparently the time of the
its phases denounce standar~1Zatl?n. . They . Don't you get tired of singing only "The year when we are all making s~ggestions for
hold that the danger of ~nlfo~mlt.f IS the Green and the Gold" and "H-O-L-L-I-N-S, the improvement of our campus hfe, let us turn
greatest menace to modern university h.fe. !hey Hollins, Rah I" week after week a.t .Convo- our attention to a few little improvements that
have studied it and they speak authontatlvely cation and Student Government meetm~? Not we the Student Body as a whole, can make
Then why should not we be wise enough not that these two are not pretty and qUite ap- without the assistance of our Legislative Comto go back and experiment with a fire t~at may propriate--in moderation, but why not have a mittee but we feel sure, with their hearty
destroy us, but to work on the assumption that little variety, "the spice of life"? There ~ould appro~a1. For instance, if ~e feel that our
uniformity is a menace and to work toward be some excuse for this monotony were It not Chapel services mean anythmg to us, which
individuality-the individuality of our college for the fact that we have so many other good they should, first of all, because of their own
as a college, and of ourselves as separate and songs such as "Levav Oculos," "Hollins, Tem- worth, and secondly, because they are a part
distinct personalities? Why should w~ not make ple ~f Our Hearts" and "Spirit of Hollins." of our campus regulations, then why can we
Hollins ana Hollins students conspl~uous for Thus, the Student Body could learn more Hol- not realize the dignity of the occasion and
this thing called individual p.ersonahty? ~ot lins songs, and would not become so bored by preserve that dignity unt~1 w~ reach the walk
conspicuous with the connotatIOn ?f freakish
outside, at least. We thmk It should be unrepetition.
ness, but quietl y, elegantly consplcu0l!5---Con
HINT: Ye who play in Chapel, "A word necessary to have anyone standing at the foot
spicuous because of fineness of quahty and to the wise is sufficient."
of the stairs to "shust" as we leave Chapel.
ideals and traditions. Why should we not .be
If we must have shushing it might be in order
recognized in the smaller category ~f Holl.rns
Had a person sitting in the balcony of the as a reminder of the observance of quiet hour
students rather than in the ever mcreasmg
when students are returning from a stunt or
thousands of col/ege studeI1ts? To-day we face Little Theater the night of the con.cert by the play, but should it be necessary ,when we are
the danger of becoming "mechanical men" Van Vliet Trio judged his loc~t1on by the leaving Chapel? We congratulate those who
turned out each year by .the t~ousand.s from . conduct of the audience around him, ~e .wou!d stand at the steps to remind us not to overnumerous mills which, bemg alike, grind out probably have decided that he was slttmg m throw the quietness we have thus far observed
the "peanut roost" of o~e of the cheapest s~.ow
similar products.
during Chapel, but we also ask th~ students'
However, at present Hollins merely fa ces places in the worst sectIOn of New Yor~r~ .Ier cooperation in maintaining that qUiet beyond
the dilemma-she has not yet succumbed but than in the balcony of the building ~s~ .ally the steps so that those standing there may have
she stands on the brink of the abyss. Wha: dedicated to art on a campus that IS ne of a silent role in our Chapel drama.
shall we do to save ourselves and our college. the cultural centers of the South. It seems

----------------------.~I,
"Ir.--------------------•

i HoUins Stu6rnt
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STUDENT FORUM

SOME NEW BOOKS IN
THE COLLEGE LIBRARY
PHILOSQPHY
BOAS, GEORGE, The Major T~aditions .in
European PhiiosophY-(i.n i!'ter.estmg, admnably propo!tioned and 1!lummatmg account of
the more Important phllosop~ers. and !he essence of their doctrine!, begmnlng With t.he
earliest philosophers of Greece and her C?IOOleS
and continuing with those of. the most Im~or
tant countries of Europe, With a concludmg
chapter on American phil.osophy.
.
CONGER, J. P., N,e<w YIeru;S 01 EvolutlonEvolutionism for philosophy IS a theory of t~e
whole universe rather th.an of. any ~art of. It,
and it is the philosophical vlewpomt which
Dr. Conger emphasizes ' here. Tho~gh ~e
recognizes the importance of evolution. 10
biology, he avoids the common error of re~tnct
ing the consideration of it to that one ,s<;lence.
DEWEY JOHN, The Quest lor Certarnty'A +·study . ~f. the relation of knowledge and
action. In this book, at once iconocl.astic and
constructive Professor Dewey, sweepmg away
the cobweb~ of tradition, contends for a philosophy' t~at accepts the changing. world, that
unites sCience and human weH-bemg.
FOERSTER NORMAN, The American Scholar
-Is this th~ Dark Age of American Scholarship? Our literary scholars have fallen victims
to the mechanistic tendencies of the age, and .
in . their pseudo-scientific wanderings in the
fields of literary history, general history and
psychology, have lost nearly all pe!~pective
and ability either to evalu,ate the wntmgs of
their own age or of the past.
JOAD, C. E. M., Introduction to Modern
Philosophy.

MA~CH IS,
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THE HOLLINS OF
YESTERDAY
THE VALLEY UNION SEMINARY
, (Continued)
The minutes of this society, and the rules
for its students, are ' so quaintly fascinating,
that it is interesting to note what our greatgreat-grandmothers were expecte,d to do if
they attended this school eighty some years ago.
Some of the minutes of the Trustees of
the Valley Union Education Society are as
follows:
At a meeting of the Board of Trustees of
the Valley Union Education Society of Virginia
held at Botetourt Springs, April 22, 1844.

welfare of the Institution, and collect the
tuition fees and report the same to the directory.
The Rules and By-Laws for Students:
1.
Every student must attend morning and
evening prayers in the Seminary, unless excused
by the President, and will be expected to attend the religious exercises at the Institution,
but may attend meetings at other places in the
neighborhood by permission of the President.
2. Students shall confine themselves to the
play grounds and walks assigned to them, and
in no case shall a male student be permitted to
go into the rooms and yards assigned to the
females, unless by permission from the ladies
having charge of the female department, and
which shall not be contrary to the wishes of
the President.
3. Students shall not visit each other's
rooms during study hours except on business,

CHEMISTRY
CONDON, ED U. and MORSE, PHIL M.,
Quantum Mechanics-An account of some of
the leading developments in o'ur knowledge of
atomic structure and the interpretation of Present: James Leftwich, A. C. Dempsey, Jesse
spectroscopic and electronic phenomena which Jeter, Samuel F. Jordan, John S. Easley, John
have been made in the past four years.
Jordan, Samuel Stover and Calen Bass. The
HAMMETT, I.oUls P., Solutions of Electro- ' President of the Board being absent, James
lysis-This book presents the general principles Leftwich was called to the chair pro tem and
relating to the behavior of solutions of electro- proceeded to business, whereupon a motion was
lytes and illustrates these principles by copious made and carried that the Board go into the
examples as a basis for the work in qualitative election of First Tutor for this Institution. On
analysis.
motion James Leftwich and A. C. Dempsey
NORTON, THOMAS, The Oridinall of were appointed a committee to wait on Mr.
A Iclumy-The secrets of alchemy are set forth George Pearcy, to ascertain for what he will
in poetic form in Old English dialect. This be willing to undertake the situation of First
book furnishes materials of a biographic Tutor of this Institution., They reported that
character and also gives a commentary on the he is willing to take $soo per scholastic year,
works of older writers. It is highly recom- whereupon the Society resolved to employ him.
mended to all who are interested in the early He, the said Pearcy, reserving the right. to
history of chemistry.
board ,w ith the steward of either the male or
the female department. .
--in~--It was also resolved that James Leftwich
and Cal en Bass be appointed a committee to
wait on Miss Stoddard, the former teacher in
this Institution, and if her services can be
obtained for the next scholastic year, for a
sum not exceeding $250, they are authorized
, The contract for the Haeshe Memorial Por- to enter into an arrangement with her. . . .
trait has been given to Miss Emma Whitfield,
There shall be two ses!\ions: One, from June
of Ri~hmond, Virginia. This memorial, which 15 th to December 14th; a period of six months,
will be hung in the auditorium of Presser Hall, and the second, a period of four months, from
is to be an oil painting of William Edwin January 15th to May 14th.
Haeshe, who died January 27, 1929. After
The terms of tuition were:
considering several artists the contract was
I.
For the first session of six months m
~nally let to Miss Whitfield, who is a painter orthography, reading, writing or beginners m
well known throughout Virginia and the South. arithmeti.c, $7.S0.
'
Miss Whitfield is especially famous for her
2. In geography, English grammar, arithportraits made from photographs. She has done metic continued or history, $9.60.
numerous paintings for various southern col3. In latin, greek and mathematics, higher
. leges and also has made many portraits of English branches and for the second session of
Confederate veterans.
four months" the same in proportion, $18.00.
It is not yet known definitely at what time
The faculty, as well as students, had to
this memorial picture will be completed, but abide by certain rules for them; they must
it is thought that the presentation will be made reside ~at the Institution, determine the course
during the commencement exercises for this of study and text books, give instruction to
, 1930,
students, maintain order and consultthe general

Miss Whitfield is Given
Contract for Memorial

nor at other times without the cordial wishes
of the occupants..
6. No one shall wear any deadly weapon
at the Institution, nor make use of any intoxicating liquor, or chew or smoke tobacco, in any
building belonging to the Seminary.
7. No class meetings shall be held without
permission and iii all meetings no speaker has
liberty to advance sentiments injurious to the
peace of society, the prosperity of the Institu- .
tion and the U:nion of the States composing our
general government.•••
9. No profane or indecent language to be
used by any student.
10. No student shall engage in any sportive exercise 'til after 5 o'clock, p. m., no playing with cards or anything that will incline a
student to be or become a gambler.' . . •
12. Any student attempting to frighten any
one on the premises by the use of scare faces
or any other means shall be subject to expulsion
from the Institution.
(To be continued)
----lQ~---

Annual Gymnasium
E"hibition is Given
The annual , Gym exhibition was given on
March 7th, at 7 :30, in the Gymnasium. It
was managed by Miss Rath and Miss Chevraux
and represented the work of the Fre!hman and
Sophomore Gym Classes throughout the year.
The program included Swedish and Danish
drills, clogging, folk and natural dancing,
pyramids and apparatus drill. After the Grand
March, the lights went out and the exhibition
was brought to a most effective close by the
participants forming an H with phosphorescent
stars and singing "H-O-L-L-I-N-S, Hollins,
Rah !"

•
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DR. DODD GIVES SERIES
OF ADDRESSES AT HOLLINS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE, COLUMN TWO)

N. S. F. A. BROADCASTING
PAN-AMERICAN RELATIONS
Monday afternoon, March 17 th , 5 :00-5 :45
p. m., W ABC and affiliated stations of the
Columbia Broadcasting Network.
ON INTERNATIONAL SUBJECTS
1. Series of weekly talks on "The World
To-Day" Monday evenings from 7: 15 to 7:3 0
p. m., over WEAF and N. B. C. Network.
March 17th, Success or Failure at London.
March 24th, Great Britain's Naval Needs.
March 31St, The International Bank.
II. Luncheon discussions Saturday afternoons from I :50 to 3 :30 p. m., over WEAF
and N. B. C. Network.
' March 15th-Subject: Progress of London
Naval Conference.
Speakers: Edward P.
Warner, James T. Shotwell, Henry Cabot
Lodge.

Present '''The Ivo!)" Door"
at Little Theater To-Night
The spring play will be presented in the
Little Theater to-night, Saturday, March 15 th ,
at 8 :15 o'clock. In spite of having given one
of A. A. Milne's plays, The Dover Road, this
year the Dramatic Board could not resist
another of his, The Ivory Door. Some sort of
special permission was necessary to present
T he Ivory Door but enthusiasm for the play
warranted the effort made to obtain it.
Both The Dover Road and The Ivory Door
contain the inevitable Milne quality but they
are very different in subject matter. The Ivory
Door deals with royalty and magic mystery.
We must also call in "whimsical" to really
describe it. Rare insight and ironic humor
have made the play delightful and even those
who react from "the quaint" can enjoy its
satire. Milne claims it as his favorite of all
his plays.
, It is a carefully chosen cast and one made
up of many who are new to the Hollins stage. '
King Hilary, Elizabeth Coleman; Prince
Perival, Nancy Ray; King Perival, Dorothy
Sorg; Brand,' May R. Nelson '; Anna, Carotin'e
Robinson; The Chancellor, Jane Jones; Jersica,
Eugenia Bush; Anton, Margaret Nelms; ,Old
'Beppo, Emma Wells; Simeon, Catherine Dilworth; Count Rollo, Mary Watkins,; The
Mummer, Caroline Stanley; Soldiers, Ted Ti<Jwell and Margaret Sockwell; Bruno, Jane
Folk; Princess Lilia; Dorothy Doane; The
King, Eleanor Burwell; The Prince, Elizabeth
Dawson.

After Robespierre's execution, when Monroe
became French Ambassador, he succeeded in
freeing Paine and nursed him at his home from
1794 to 1795·
At this time Paine brought out his book
T he A ge of Reason, an attack on state religion
and superstition in all religion which caused
him unpopularity in America.
When Napoleon became powerful and
sought to arrest Paine he had nowhere to go
until he was taken in by a Captain Bonneville and his wife. After Jefferson became
president he offered to send a w.arship for
Paine but Paine, idealist that he was, refused
this means of escape as too great an honor for
a private citizen. He finally succeeded in returning to America, however, and stayed at Pro-Southern, with Gilmore and Greeley he
the White House with Jefferson until the newS- started The Continental Monthly which printed
papers began to attack them. After wandering everything bad about the South.
When Europe was at the point of recognizabout he went to New York where the Bonneing
the South in 1863, Lincoln sent Walker
villes had settled and boarded with them,
with
verbal instructions only as a secret
though he had barely enough to pay his rent.
Being refused a burial place elsewhere, minister to England. Walker spent his expense
Paine was forced to buy a small plot of ground money lavishly in England to call attention
on which to be buried. His death in 1809 to his mission and succeeded in discrediting the
passed almost unnoticed. William Corbett South so greatly that England refused any
later took his remains to England where they more loans. "
Walker then went to the Continent. With
were refused burial and finally left in a barn.
the
help of Bismarck, Motley and an old GerThough Thomas Paine was one of "the
most gifted, sincere and influential men that man friend from Calif,ornia, Walker borrowed
$25 0 ,000,000 in gold for the Union from the
ever walked the soil of the United States."
----4~:f---bankers of Frankfort. This was probably as
important as the Battle of Gettysburg in decidROBERT J. WALKER
Hardly mentioned in United States histories, ing the national fate of the United States.
Walker soon returned to Washington and
Robert J. Walker is best known as the author after Lincoln's assassination began a campaign
of the Tariff Act of 1846, which is called the for the annexation of Canada. By his lobbying,
This year the State Federation of Music
. best tariff act written by Congress before the Walker was instrumental in obtaining the purClubs meets in Roanoke, Virginia, March 24thCivil War.
chase
of
Alaska.
It
was
discovered
that
some
27 th . In conjunction with a part of the FederaRobert Walker was born in 1800 in NorthSenators had been bribed to vote for this tion, the State Music Teachers' Association, a •
umberland County, Pennsylvania. He attended purchase and all' investigation of Walker's
the University of Pennsylvania from which he career was begun. Though old and ill, he was program has been planned for the Hollins
graduated in 1820 at the head of his class and compelled to take the witness stand in his own Choir which enables it to take part in ther
choral contest, of which Erich Rath, Profeaso
began the study of law. While studying law
of Piano and Organ at Hollins, is the State
defense.
he met and married Mary Bache.
Walker died in 1869 and was buried in the Chairman. On March 27th there will be a
They moved to Pittsburgh where Walker old Georgetown cemetery. Until 190 3 there
organized the western wing of the Democratic was no marker on his grave but a simple joint program of the Washington and Lee
Party for Jackson during the election of 1824· marble slab was then placed above it by an University Glee Club and the Hollins Choir in
the Hollins Little Theater. As a part of the
The Walkers then moved to Natchez, MisRoanoke program, convention members and
unknown
person.
sissippi, and 'Valker soon decided to run for
"I don't try to influence your attitude," con- visitors are invited to attend.
the United States Senate. Byl bribing the Mis- cluded Dr. Dodd. "I don't defend Robert
sissippi, legislature he succ~eded in winni.ng Walker; I -don't attack Robert Walker. I
ment in New York to go to Washington to
the election from George Pomdexter, the thud
simply
try
to
describe
him."
discuss the nation's affairs with Wilson.
most powerful man of the west at that time,
Since Ambassador Walter Page had 'become
the other two being Jackson and Clay.
COLONEL EDWARD M. HOUSE
thoroughly English in feelings, House was also
A little man with a large head, great lum, During the young days of the nation, acting as English Ambassador by a telephone'
inous eyes and the ambition of Patrick Henry,
Edward
House's family moved to Texas, where line direct to the British minister. He read .,all
Walker took his seat in the Senate and im- he was born
in 1858. Unlike that other .li!t1e
mediately won the ' enmity of Clay, who tried man, Robert Walker, House is very self-effacmg Page's voluminous correspondence and passed
unsuccessfully to prove' that Walker was not but perhaps Walker rendered a greater service on to Wilson only the important.
In 1916 House went to London and Berlin
morally entitled to his seat. Walker began '
United
States.
to
the
to bring about peace.
agitating for the annexation of Texas and
The first part of House's career was oc- to try
Wilson sent House to the Peace Conference
continued to do so for the next ten years. cupied in reconciling Bryan and Wilson.
He was about to succeed in 1844 when the Backed by four prominent men, Wilson had to explain what he wanted. Realizing that
presidential race began. Martin Van Buren decided to run for the presidency which Bryan Wilson could not obtain all his demands,
House cabled him 'not to come to the Conference
had sewed up two-thirds of the Democratic
votes but by declaring himself against the felt he had almost proprietory right to. House himself. This was the beginning of the break
a request for Wilson to speak at the which Wilson said was caused by House yieldannexation of Texas, won Walker's opposition. obtained
Texas State Fair and by his great speech there, ing so much to the Allies 1:hat he was about
Walker jumped into the fight, won all but 'a Wilson won the stubborn support of the forty
majority of ten or twelve votes from Van Texas delegates at the Democratic Convention. to ruin Wilson.
In 1919 Wilson returned to ' the United
Buren, had the rule passed that a Democratic
By diplomatic meetings and speeches Wilson States to sign the appropriations which Conpresidential nominee must have a two-thirds then won Bryan to his support. We wonder
gress failed to pass. When he returned to
majority vote and finally won the nomination
how much House had 'to do with Wilson's Paris the break with House was completed
and election for Polk.
when he found that House had agreed to a
When Polk went ' out of office, Walker be- unusual display of diplomacy.
Sensing trouble in Europe, Wilson sent treaty omitting the Fourteen Points. Only a
came an attorney in Washington 'a nd set up
an establishment that rivaled the White House. House, in 1913, 'to England, France and Ger- stroke of apoplexy prevented Wilson from
In 1857, Buchanan became president largely many to persuade them to make an alliance to breaking up the Conference by insisting upon
preserve peace. Though unsuccessful, the trip
through Walker's influence. He made Walker
'
the Points.
was
of importance since House met many of
Wilson and House did not renew their
governor of Civil-War-torn Kansas. There
key-men of the war.
intimacy but House continued to work for WilWalker adroitly attempted to be returned to the the To
preserve the reconciliation between
Senate but was unsuccessful. He resigned office Bryan and Wilson, Bryan had been made son though Wilson was too ill to realize, it.
and joined his forces with Stephen Douglas. nominally Secretary of State but House vir- When he died his other old friends were
Walker became a lobbyist during 1857· tually held the office. It was to him rather than present but House was not there. He said that
When Lincoln was elected, Douglas' speeches to Bryan that the German ambassador w'ent. he never understood what caused the break in
turning the West for him also gained Walker's Every week or two House left his quiet apart- their friendship.
support of the administration. Though formerly

Hollins Choir Will Take
Part in Joint Concert
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workers on the pay roll, and 1,300 places to be '
filled. As this makes a surplus labor supply,
all of the employees do not work full time
which tends to reduce the average earnings of
all the wo~kers. We fO';lnd it difficult to get
an exact picture of textile workers' earnings.
However, we visited two houses in the Judson
Mill village, one a three-room house, the other
~ ~our•. We were told that the skilled workers ~
hvmg 10 these houses received $22.00 or more
a week, which the executive said was a wage
above the average.
The Judson Mill has a ten-hour day, five
days a week, and a five-hour day on Saturday
The day shift works from 6 :30 a. m., untii
5 ;30 p. '!!., with an hour off for lunch. The
m~ht. shIft, employed only in the carding and
sI?mnmg rooms, works eleven hours for five
mghts a week.
. The .second factory we visited is about
th'~ty miles from Greenville. It is a factory
wh'c~ pr?duces. coarse cotton goods.
It is
espeCially mterestmg because it has the "stretchout" system in operation. The "stretch-out"
system is. a device used to increase production.
Under thiS system a weaver is relieved of some
of the less skilled operations of weaving and
attends only to the tying of threads. The
looms stop automatically when a thread breaks
In t~is mill, the system is built around an auto~
matlc spooling machine which throws out all '
the bad cotton, therefore allowing production
to be speeded up since threads do not break so
often. There would be no advantage in the '
"st re t ch
" system m
. an
fi e goods mill
-out
because the looms have to go more slowlY' and
the, cloth; watched carefully for flaws. For
example, m the Judson Mill, six or eight looms
are run by one weaver. We noticed how few
people were working in the mill. The "stretchout" system has displaced about half of the
workers formerly employed here. Under the
"t
~ re th
c -out" system one weaver runs fifty or
sixty looms, and a roo,!! of 1,200 looms will
have ~nly .twenty or thirty workers employed.
Thl.s IJldl was n?t so attractive as the Judson Mill. It was duty, cotton lint was flying
around all through the rooms, the girls' hair
and clothes wer~ ~overed with it and the perce?tag~ of humidity was unusually high. In
thiS mill there are 800 places to be filled and
1,000 workers. The wages range from $9.00
to $25.00 per week, but average about $13.00.
I.n • South. Carolina the minimum standard of
hvmg With cheap company housing is estimated to be $1,300 per year. This mill has a
compa!ly store where the workers can buy their
grocen.es and many of their clothes. The prices
are sl!,d to be cheaper in the company stores
than , 10 the town. The Judson Mill store is
leased to an outsider.
We heard William Green President of the
Am~rican Feder.ation of Labo:, speak to a ' iarge
audience '?~ Fnday. He seemed very anxious
for the Citizens , of Greenville to realize the
good of trade unions and to assure the empl?yers that the .Communists were not affiliated
~Ith the. Amencan Federation of Labor. A
httle e~cltement was caused by a Communist
who tned to break up the meeting and was
put out by the police.
The memhers of the party feel deeply inde~t~d to Mr. Geer for the opportunity of
~ammg first-hand information of the textile
I?dustry and . .labor conditions in South Carolina. The. trtp was made even more pleasant
by the deh,ghtful hospitality of Mr. and Mrs.
Geer.
-

Vocational Opportunities
Open for College Girls

VISIT MILL VILLAGES
AROUND G'REENVILLE
By courtesy of Mr. B. E. Geer, Dr. Palmer
and three members of the Labor Problems Class
were invited to visit the mill and mill villages
of Greenville, South Carolina.
Our first experience was a drive around
the "belt." Greenville is really divided into
two parts, the beautiful residential section with
large houses, lawns, the country club, the
business section, and on the edge of town is a
"belt" around the city made up of the mill
villages and the mills. There are twenty-one
mills, one within the corporate limits, the others
on the outskirts of the town. Greenville is
considered to have 40,000 inhabitants, but it
is the boast that it would have 75,000 if the
corporate limits were extended to take in the
mill villages. Thirty-five thousand mill people
therefore, are citizens of no city.
'
The mill villages were built when the cotton
miUs tint started in, South Carolina. At that
time they 'were probably a necessity; the people
who came from the farms to work in the mills
had no place to live. But it is a depressing
sight to drive around the "belt" from one
mill and mill village to another. Each mill
is surrounded by hundreds of little box-like ·
. houses each having three or four rooms. There
is uniformity in some pf the villages; all of the
houses are built in rows, with little plots ' of
ground around them; all of the houses are
painted. the. same color and built just alike.
But umformlty seems cruel here, not beautiful.
Some of the. villages are dirty, with no running
water, no lights, no sewerage. Some like the
Judson village, have all modern co~veniences
and are ke~t i~ excellent c,?ndition. The problems of samtatlOn and hygiene, not to mention
other . pro~lems of citizenship, are iinportant
for mill Village populations.
All of the villages have elementary schools
for the children: These schools are kept up
a~d the teac!t~rs are paid by the employers.
Nm~ of the mIlls have cooperated in building
a .hlgh school, known as the Parker District
~Igh ~chO?I, which the children from the
?me .mll~ Villages may attend. The equipment
m thiS high school is said to be wonderful and
there are some Columbia professors teaching
here.
. After driving through some of the mill
Villages and viewing the mills from the outside
we came to t~e Judson Mill, which is ab~ve
the , ~,:,erage 10 general appearance, working
C?ndltio!ls and type of management. . The
VIllage IS v..ery clean and well kept. All of the
hous.es, w~lch are painted yellow, are 'owned
by the mill and rented to the workers for
twenty-five cents per room per week. This
about covers the cost of light and water, which
all the houses have. The company keeps a
tree nursery where shrubs are grown for the '
people to. use in their yards. A landscape
garden.er IS employed by the company to keep
the mill. groun~s beautiful and to help the
people with theIr own yards. Prizes are given
each year for the best flower and vegetable
gardens.
.
The Judson Mill also maintains a community
~ouse for the workers. The services of several
Thtors and a !rained nurse are furnished.
ere are r.eadmg rooms for men and for
wo~en,. a kItchenette, a gymnasium and an
audltortum. A "movie" is shown there each
week, for which the prices are teo and
twenty cents. Once a month a free picture is
shown and the ~uditorium is always packed at
t~e free entertamments. The mill also has a
mght school for adult workers.
Th~ J'ldson Mill is one of the two mills
produ~m$ fine cotton goods in Greenville. We
saw ,t •• e processes through which the cotton is
fr?m bale to finished product. We were
~nil"~'I-;'3a:3ac-'uA by the general appearance and the
,':;;:
of the workers. There are 1,480

- ' PATIY GODSEY.

$15 REWARD OFFERED
EUGENIA BRIDGES IS OFFERING
A $15 REWARD TO THE FINDER
OF THE RUSSIAN PEASANT
COSTUME WHICH RECENTLY
DISAPPEARED FROM HER ROOM

THE WORK OF A CLINICAL
PSYCHOLOGIST
By M1\RY HINTON DUKE, '28
. ~y w?rk is with. the . Mental Hygiene
ClImc, which was orgamzed m connection with
the Virginia State Department of Public Welfare a litt.le over a year ago. A large part of
our work IS confined to the juvenile delinquents
?f t~e state. Besides what we do right here
m Richmond (and we do accept special cases
of behavior problems from all over the state)
we go as a traveling clinic to other interested
cO"!lmunities ,in. the state to help organize child
gUidance cllmcs where the need is most
reali~ed (Roano~e is one of these communities).
~y ~ob, as assistant psychologist, is to give
mtelligence tests of various kinds and to corroborate the, findings from these with interviews and observations to determine as far
as possible, the intellectual assets and I'iabilities
of these children as well as their emotional
make-up and behavior trends to discover
how these have i!lfluenced thei~ ' development
a~d. problems. Usmg the results of our entire
clil1lc study, the results of the social findings,
tog~ther With the r~sul~s of the .physical, psychological and psychlatnc exammations we try
to determine what can best be done to help each
child use his abilities wisely.
I secured the position by taking graduate
work at C~lumbia University in just such work
as I am domg now. I gqt experience outside of
my classwoyk by ~oiri~ vqlunteer work in New
York. It IS fascmatIng work because it is
cO!lcerne? primarily with personalities. Work
WIth childre,n is always interesting because
they are young enough to profit from more '
advantageous circumstances and understanding
treatment.
Since child guidance clinics are getting to
be more and more abundant there seems to
be a. promising field for the' future in this work,
partIcular.ly a~ there are. openings for clinical
psychologists m connectIOn with schools and
n.ursery schoo!s, cou~ts and other civic organizahons, and WIth SOCial agencies of all sorts 'as
well as in a typical clinic set-up
,
d
'
'
A. "!laster'
s egree.l!l Psychology seems to be
~ ' ml.mmum prereqUisIte to even begin work
m thiS field as the only demand is for trained
workers. T~en, of course, any opportunities
for observation and practical experience are
helpful.

SOCIAL WORK WITH THE AMERICAN
RED CROSS
By MIRIAM PATRICK, '25
My. work has been a very satisfactory and
mt~restmg out!et f,?r my own particular en~rgles, and I. Imagme some of the girls now
m ~chool might ~nd social work a happy
medIUm of expressIOn. I scarcely know what
to say about It, though, or where to beginI could answer questions so much better than
I can paint pictures!
W1!en I , was in school I enjoyed my philos,?phy classes especially, and took one or two
bnef, though not entirely unrelated courses in
eth!cs (social and individual), eco~omic9 and
SOCiology. These have been the foundation
for ~y work. (Strange, isn't it, that after
spendmg years of laboring over what mademoiselle used to call "funny-tics" I should abandon
my French with a sigh and 'turn to new gods?)
I had no idea what I wanted to do after
graduating, having but 'one clear-cut notion
which was that I did NOT want to teach I i
had a vague. idea that I might like business,
so after leavmg school I took brief courses in
shorthand and typing, following this with
several months of experience in a large business office, where I learned something about
filing methods, bookkeeping, etc. ' All this I

.
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NAVAL DISARMAMENT IS
AN IMPORTANT PROBLEM
Because the London Conference on Naval
Disarmament has made such small progress
durin g the past few weeks, groups of citizens
in this country are realizing the necessity of
bein g well-informed of the procedure of the
events of the conference in order that the
Ameri can delegation at London may have an
intelligent public opinion watching it. Public
opinion must includ e the opinion of student
groups. The following by Raymond Leslie
Buele, is taken from the N. S. F. A. Memorandum.

•

By R AYMOND LESLIE BUELE
The London Conference has taken a holiday,
owing to the fall of the Tardieu government
on February 17th. If the postponement of the
Conference had no other useful effect it has
given the world a breathing spell in which to
examine the results of the Conference so far.
It mu st be confessed that the results to date
hav e been disappointing and that the outlook
for the future is not altogether bright. The
original purpose of this Conference was not
only to secure the limitation of armaments, but
to secure actual reduction. In his famous address before the League Preparatory Commission last April, Ambassador Gibson declared
that the armament deadlock could be broken
"only by the decision of the power possessing
the greatest armaments to initiate measures for
·reduction." In his Armistice Day address,
President Hoover declared : "We will reduce
our naval strength in proportion to any other.
Having said that, it onl y remains for the others
to say how low they will go. It cannot be too
low for us."
Yet, what is the record of the American
delegation at London?
First, it has remained silent concerning the
proposal of the British, ' Italian and Japanese
governments that all battleship construction
be suspended until 1935-36. . . . Instead of
accepting this proposal, the American delegation has demanded the right to build a new
battleship at a cost of $5°,000,000. It is possible
that the Un ited States has adopted this battleship policy for bargaining purposes. If so,
many observers feel that the United States has
overplayed its hand.
Secondly, the American delegation has expressed its opposition to a reduction in aircraft
carriers from the 135,000 tons fixed in the
Washington treaty to, say 100,000 tons. . .
Having frozen 66,000 tons in two large carriers
we are demanding the retention of the Wash·
ington tonnage in order to build more and
smaller craft.
Finally, the United States has steadily increased its cruiser demands. The construction
of the fifteen crusiers authorized in the 1929
bill would have given the United States a
crusier tonnage of 305,000.... (However,
th e demands have been increased to 327,000,
and under certain circumstances, to 339,000
tons.) . . . . If, in the eyes of Mr. Fred Britten
and others, the United States could achieve
parity with England at 305,000 tons, it is
difficu lt to see why it is now necessary to expand our crusier strength beyo~d the limits set
in the 1929 navy bill.
As far as the battleships and aircraft carriers are concerned, the question whether actual
reduction is to take place now rests with the
American delegation. The question whether
such reduction will be offset by an increase in
cru sier construction depends, however, to a
certain extent upon France . . . .
Had the power refused to consider the FourPower Pacific Pact in 1921, the Washington
conference in all probability would have failed.
It is possible that the success of the London
Conference may similarly depend upon a wil lingness to face the security problem.
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Dr. Gladys Palmer is
,Awarded Fellowship
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have found very helpful in organizing and
running my own office. My first real work was
with the Children's Bureau, established in connection with juvenile 'court work-home finding
and child placing, the latter including placement of children in institutions and foster
homes with supervision after placement. I took
over the office work here, keeping books and
records and doing some field work. Then, all
at once, I knew I wanted to do soc::ial work,
so I hurried over to a family welfare agency
for special training in case work methods,
remaining there for about a year. Then I
began to . cast a wistful eyes toward broader
horizons than those of my own home town.
And the Lord sent me a very nice offer from
the Red Cross and here I am! Quite contented
and happy. Contrary to prevailing notions
about social workers, . I do not wear fiat heels
all the time, I do not let my hair straggle, and
I am not one of those poor, distracted women
who bustle around trying agitatedly to catch
up with themselve!!! I am two hours from
Chicago, where I go to play or see things
whenever I wish, and I find the "wide world"
a great deal more interesting than I suspected
it would be one June morning in 1925! I find
my work demands my very best effort, which
is a challenge to 311 my training and experience.
As executive secretary of an ordinary Red
Cross chapter, it seems that all my work at
school, in business and in' training, has led up
to this particular job. I think perhaps th(
variety of Red Cross executive work suits me
far better than the monotony of some of the
other fields of social work. We have an office
here in South Bend-a town of loo,ooo--where
I have an assistant and a stenographer; II
branch in an adjoining town of 30,000, where
there are an assistant, a stenographer and two
nurses; two ' branches in smaller communities
with two assistants each-these unpaid, untrained people. My job seems to be running
around keeping everybody else busy-which
appeals to something fundamental in human
nature, I suppose! I have to make little
speeches occasionally, and I have some case
work to do; I serve with other people here on
a social planning committee for the community;
certain departments of our own work I have
to handle entirely. One interesting feature of
my work is that senior students in sociology
at St. 'Mary's College come in to do supervised
field work for us and I have a fine, high-sounding title-assista'1t professor in the department
of practical sociology-whatever that may
mean!
Someone may wish to know about salaries.
As a trainee in a family welfare agency-and
an agency in any progressive town of 150,000
or more is usually practical-a girl usually
earns from $1,200 to $1,500 per year. She
should have at least a year of this training as
preparation for her executive work, or several
courses at ·one of the schools of social workthe N ew York school, for example. By the '
time she has completed her training she should
be able to tell which of the various fields .she
will enjoy most. I chose the Red Cross because,
as I said, I like its variety and I like being
with a national organization, where there is
more opportunity for advancement and where
you may be transferred from place to place.
Upon taking up executive work, I think you
will find salaries ranging from $1,500 to $4,000,
depending upon the size of the town and the
character of the work they expect to receive.
I began here at $2,100, which isa little above
average for a set-up of this type . .
Contacts in social work are very satisfactory, I think. While in training one becomes
tired of the grubby tasks to be done, but this
is not for long. When one passes over into
executive work the contacts are much happier
and more v~ried. A board of directors- is

Dr. Gladys Palmer, Professor of Economics
and Sociology, has been awarded a fellowship
by ·the Social Science Research Council.
Twenty-two of these fellowships were awarded,
only three of these going to women, the other
two being won by a member of Smith College
Faculty and a member of the Faculty of Columbia University. The prerequisites of this award ·
are that the candidate be a member of a college
or university faculty, that he be under thirtyfive years of age and have a doctor's degree
or its equivalent. It is interesting to note that
Dr Palmer is one of three University of Pennsylvania graduates to receive this award this ·
year.
Dr. Palmer has obtained a year's leave of
absence from Hollins. She plans to spend ten
months studying in New York and Philadelphia. She is to investigate "The effects .of
recent changes in the textile industry in Pennsylvania on the Policies of Textile Trade
Unions."
r,

•

Nine Freshmen Make
the Honor Grade of 2.3
STUDENT LIFE takes pleasure in announcing
that nine members of the Class of '33 succeeded
in making the honor average of 2 •.3 points per
hour on last semester's work. These students
are not eligible to the Dean's List, as yet,
because eligibility is based upon . the average
for the entire year. There are other student'!
who missed this mark by a matter of a few
points. These girls still have a chance to
make the Dean's List in June provided they
can raise their grades sufficiently to enable
them to average 2;3 points per hour.
The Freshmen who hold such an average
at present are: Frances G. Bell, Betty Lamar
Brown, Elizabeth Coleman, Rowena Doolan,
Elizabeth Durkee, Elisabeth Ellis, Lelia Hornor, Rosamond Larmour, Katharine Locke.
,-

usually composed of outstanding local people
and they, of course, orient ' you in your first
steps in a new place.
.
If a girl enjoys people, likes making decisions, has ideas and likes to work them out,
I should think she would enjoy Red Cross
work. I do think it only fair to say one or two
things at this point, however. It seems to me
the individual who can stay in this sort of
work and not become a little c~lIou.§.lid js. ra~~ •.
And I feel that freshness of VIewpoint is one
of the essential factors in carrying on this type
of work successfully. To do this kind of thing
for a few years after leaving school is, I think,
a splendid experience. But 'to take it up as a
life work one must have a great deal of natural
buoyance, courage and devotion to an idealand Jane Adams does not meet her prototype
in many of us. Don't misunderstand me on
this point, please! But I do think it is something to consider if a girl feels she is choosing
a career as a life work. If she is just "doing
something" until · she marries, I know of notliing which I think could be more stimulating
and self-developing. She has a great deal to
contribute to the work and it, in turn, has
something to give her.
. I seem to have gone on at a disgraceful
length, but I hope you will consider the zeal
which betrays me" If anyone should by any
chance be interested in taking some Red Cross
training after school, l' shall be 'very glad to
put her in touch with the proper authorities.
They are always glad to find recruits and are
on the look out for new material. Thl"v feel
very definitely that youth has somethi~g ·to
contribute . to this sort of thing and workinl'"
with them is most pleasant and agreeable. \ ,

A Brief Summary_of the Scholarship Offered by ,
Richmond Girl Scouts
Study of Four Hundred
Colleges and Universities Richmond, Va., March I I-The Richmond

Girl Scouts have offered a scholarship in the
School of Social Work and Public Health of
William and Mary College in Richmond to a
college graduate desiring to train herself for
a scout executive or leader. Applications for
this scholarship are being received now in the
office of the school, 827 West Franklin Street.
The fellowship entitles the bearer to free
tuition in the school with practice work in the
offices and with the troops of the Richmond
Girl Scouts in troop management, administration and supervision.
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THE HONOR STUDENTS
ARE ENTERTAINa:;D BY
PRESIDENT COCKE
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE, COLUM N THREE)

patriotism ruined history or can patriotism
survive history? To-day there is less hatred
in our historical writing and the difference
between
the North and the South is fast disAs a result of this report representatives
appearing.
This may be also said of England
from every Liberal Arts College in the United
but is not true of France, Italy and other conStates large or small, and whether connected
tinental
countries.
with the state or privately endowed institutions
Dr.
Dodd
began his discussion during the
have been invited to meet in Chicago, March
of
Washington
and Franklin, when
time
18th to 20th, inclusive, to consider the relation
patriotic history was the only kind of historical
of 'the College of Liberal Arts to higher educawriting.
During this period, in England there
tion.
appeared
a true historian, E . Gibbon. When
Among the subjects to be discussed will be.
the following:
financial resources for the obligations society the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire was
published the author awoke to find himself
. The Contribution of the Liberal Arts Col- forces on them.
famous
and no one .has yet surpassed this work.
leges to our National Life.
The student at present pays about 40%
The Future of the Liberal Arts College.
of the actual cost of his education. No doubt Yet, rarely are found personal opinions, and
. The Place of the Liberal Arts College JD he ought to pay a larger share, say SO or 60%. Gibbon is reported to have said, "The life of
Higher Education.
But if the student paid the full cost of his an historian is short and precarious." England's
How Much Money does a College Need? education only the children of the well-to-do next historian was George Neibur, a hater of
Napoleon. He is nothing if not patriotic and
How Can This Money be Secured?
could go to college.
does
not restrain his lamentations and his joys.
The Relation of the -University, the Church,
The College of Liberal Arts is essentially
the State and the Theological Seminary to the an American institution and as such must be Yet, rarely are his works read to-day while
the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire will
Liberal Arts College.
preserved.
survive
the ages.
The American people need to be taught
Hollins College will be represented by
In turning to Germany, Munsen was the
Joseph A. Turner, General Manager, and Mrs. how to live even more ,than they need to be
Kitty Settle Vaughn, Field Secretary of the taught how to make a living. The things of first outstanding historian. He was a patriot
Alunin:e Association.
the spirit are the things out of which nations and students thronged into his classrooms; yet,
rarely is he read to-day. Von Ronken, the
There are approximately 792 colleges and and individuals are made.
There are between 700 and 800 colleges and greatest German historian, attempted to " exuniversities in America. · A close study has
been made of 400 of them. The other 392 .universities in the United States. In these in- plain, the works of God as declared by the
institutions include the state universities and stitutions are enrolled approximately 1,000,000 human race." He was an historian first, a
approximately 350 other institutions from students. Many thousands, perhaps, ought not Christian afterwards, and his early works are
which the author was not able to get complete to be there, on the other hand, there are many free from personal opinions, though he ·Iacks
and comparable figures.
thousands of men and women who are not in what made Gibbon immortal.
In the United States, Bancroft ' may be conOf the 400 institutions considered in this college or university who ought to be.
The .work of providing the opportunities of sidered the first historian of fame, finishing the
study 10 colleges and universities have an
average enrollment of 7,794 and an average a college education for 1,000,000 students can first volume of his History of the United States,
per student endowment of $4,364.
best be accomplished, not in a few great in- when he was only thirty-four years old . . It
For the next 90 largest institutions, the stitutions of enormous si'ze, but in a more sings the praises and worthiness of this country
average enrollment 2,055 and an average per even . dis.t ribution of colleges spread ov.r the during the Revolution and discloses the baseentire conntry. Many large institutions will be ness and frauds of the English and, therefore,
student endowment of $1,613.
For the remaining 300 institutipns the necessary in the scheme of higher education in became immensely popular. But who reads it
average endowment is $508,747 and the the United States, but the more numerous to-day?
The greatest work to appear before the
average per student endowment is $840. If smaller institutions must be utilized if cultural
the 392 institutions not included in this study, education is to have its fulfilment in our Ameri- Civil War was Prescott's Ferdinand and Isawhose endowments are very much low~r than can democracy. The day of the greatest use- bella. It was not popular but to-day is the
basis of our knowledge of that period. Francis
the 400 considered, were included, the per fulness of the small college has arrived.
student endowment would be much lower.
The Colleges of Liberal Arts exist to spread Parkmen's work, Northwest Frontier, is also a
The 10 largest institutions hold 43 % of the cultural holiness throughout the land, and to work devoid of patriotism; he neither praised
total endowments, the next 90 hold 38% and give the abundant life not only to the few nor damned but represented life as it was.
The two great historians of the Civil War
but to the many. And as time goes on' and the
the remaining 300 hold only 19%.
And yet, the 10 largest institutions care for great universities become greater and greater were James Rhodes and Albert Beveridge.
only 17% of the students enrolled in 400 in- they will become not less dependent but more Their works are undoubtedly important but are
stituti~ns arid have, in most cases, reached , dependent upon the smaller Liberal Arts Col- patriotic. Beveridge wrote the Life of John
capacIty enrollments. The next 90 care for leges. As their graduate schools develop, they . Marshall. When the war broke out he hastened
42% and the remaining 300 care for 41 % of will shift more and more their undergraduate to Germany where he immediately wrote (( What
the studentS~Rrolled.
burden upon the smaller colleges. To create is Back of the War'l" in which he laid the
But there are 392 other colleges that are not "great" small colleges all over our country blame entirely on northern radicals.
In conclusion Dr. Dodd said, "If historians
!ncluded in the study, working away at the would be an adventure in education that would
Job of. doing their part in giving a college place a well-endowed and a well-equipped had lived up to their great calling, the Great
education to a large share of the 1,000,000 college within reach of every boy and girl in War might have been prevented. Historians
college students in the United States. Their .' America who has the mental and moral right must rise above patriotism and even Christianity."
per student endowment will not likely average to a college education.
$200 but many of them are doing good work,
There are not too many colleges. ' On the
-----...;~-under a great handicap, and are sending their contrary, the next decade or two will reveal
.
the fact that ther~ are too few colleges, so fast
best pr?du~ts !o the universities.
100 JDstltutlons hold practically three-fourths is the college population growing in the United
of the total college and university endowment States.
funds hel~ .by all institutions of higher learning
There is room and need for both state and
JD the Umted States. These 100 institutions private institutions in the scheme of higher
take care of approximately one-fourth (250,000) education. Each supplements and supports the
STUDE NT LIFE is pleased to announce that
other. The ' state cannot provide the means by Mrs. Eudora Ramsey Richardson, of Richmond,
of the college population.
The "small college," in great part, has taxation to meet all the demands of higher Virginia, has recently become a member of the
borne the burden of coll.ege education from education. Without the aid of the small col- State Board of Public Welfare. This position
early d~ys to the present, ~nd is still carrying leges, the state universities would be literally was left vacant by former Governor Trinkle
a heavy ..part of the educatIOnal load.
swamped with students, and the tax rate would when he was appointed to the State Board of
,The tune has come when the public should go soaring, until checked.
Education. On his withdrawal from the State
be IOformed of the needs of these small colleges,
Something must be done to make it possible Board of Public Welfare Governor Pollard
. over the. country, which are carrying for all our colleges to become better colleges if immediately appointed Mrs. Richardson to sucIII educatIOn all out of proportion to
they are to qualify for the demands to be made ceed him.
~esources.
upon them.
Mrs. Richardson is a graduate of Hollins
IS not ~ !Datter of taking from those who
It would be good sense and good economx and a very active alumna. At present she is
and .glvlllg t? !hose who have not. It to " build to" the smaller colleges already in chairman of a special endowment campaign
question of glVJDg more abundantly to existence and to see that they ha ve adequate which is being carried on among the Virginia
institutions which have not sufficient endowment.
alumn:e.

By ALBERT NORMAN WARD
President of Western Maryland College

Appoints Hollins Alumna
on State Welfare Board
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SOCIETY
The Red and Bl ue game brought many
alumnre back to Hollins for the week-end of
March 9th:
Pat Donnan, '27, Frances Birdsong, '25,
Elizabeth Hatcher, '27, Martha (Boppa) Maslin, Wilma Cocke.
Miss Webb, of Collegiate School, Richmond,
drove out to referee the game and was accompanied by Misses Elizabeth Gaines and Julia
Pollard.
Miss Helen Malbert and Miss Marian
Ferris, of Harrisonburg, West Virginia, visited
Miss Rath recently.
,
Mr. and Mrs. C. U. Spratley, from Hampton, Virginia, were in R~anoke last week to
'
see their daughter, Kathenne.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason G. Garber,' of Winston-Salem, North Carolina, spent a few days
with Helen recently.
,
'
, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schmidt drove down
from Baltimore to see Kay and Ernie last week.
Mrs. C. W. Mizelle and daughter drove UJ)
from Opp, Alabama, to visit Catherine recently.
Last Sunday they drove to Lexington and were
accompanied by Frances Briggs and Bobbie
Woodley.
Eleanor Burwell visited friends in Washington last week.
Ida McMillan had as her guest last week
Barbara Harbeson from the Oldfields School.
Mr. and Mrs. C. ' C. Hyatt drove over from
Richlands a few days ago and were accompanied home by their daughter, Anne, and
Anne Ingles.
Rebecca Atkinson is in Danville visiting her
sister, Martha Louise, who is a student at
Randolph-Macon Institute.
Many Hollins girls are at the informal
dances at Washington and Lee this ,week.
Among them: Eugenia Bridges, Gene Bush,
Mary Belle Deaton, Rosa Freeman, Anne Harlen, Martha Hughley, Helen Kabler, Julia
Lamar, Lucy Lanier, . Ella Northington, Mary
Rushton, Elizabeth SImmons and Jane U nderwood.
Sarah Lynch is spending this week-end in
Roanoke.
Regina Henebry spent last week-end at her
home in Roanoke.
Beverley Quillin spent last week-end at her
home in Gate City, Virginia.
Kay Field spent last week-end off campus.
Dorothy Towles spent last week-end in
Roanoke with her family.
Virginia Welton Crocker spent last weekend off campus.
The tea dance given by the Lexington
Chapter of Hollins Alumnre was well attended
" .
by the following Hollins girls:
Elizabeth Adkins, Leonora Alexander, Annebelle Anthony, Lelia Bowers, Beverly Chalker,
Casie Beltzhoover, Camille Dawson, Frances
Dodd, Anne Wynne Fleming, Frances Gravitt,
Jeanette Gilmer, Kay Jordan, Jane de Bruyn
Kops, Anne McCarley, Louise Middleton, Ella
Neill, A. E. Phillips, Elizabeth Platt, Bess
lankin, Elizabeth Rice, Betty Robinson, Page
Rudd, Catherine Spratley, Frances Stoakley,
Mary Stoakley, Laura Thrower, Mildred' WaIters, Elizabeth Young.
.
Mary Taylor Withers is at her home in
Suffolk.
Mrs. Paul T. Tabb returned with Mal for
a short visit at Hollins.
Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Wiles, of Huntington,
West Virginia, drove down to spend several
days with their daughter, Gertrude.
Mrs. Q. H. McAfee was a recent visitor at
Hollins.
Kay Field, accompanied by Peggy Underwood, spent last week-end at her home near
Baltimore.
Dr. C. S. Dodd was the gue t of his
daughter, France ,. this week.
Angie Turner entertained the newspaper
taff at a tea on Sunday, March 9th.

II FAMOUS ALUMNAE III

Wasn't the Black and Blue game swell?
We didn't know the Faculty could put up such
a fight, and as for the Seniors-in "bowsies"
and "soxies"-weren't they cute? That alternating system with regard to the line-up was a
good one, too. It carried out the democratic
idea, to say the least, and gave each member
an equal chance to be "black and blue."
The Fashion Show sounds exciting, doesn't
it? The girls looked adorable when they went
to try-outs. Of course, everybody tried to look
her best and they all succeeded plenty well.
All of the good-looking gowns and wraps in
school were on display I
How 'bout the lights playing traitor WedJesday, night? It was ghastly I With the
lecture lasting until almost ten o'clock and
darkness falling on us at something after ,
eleven. And the writtens on Thursday morning! Most everybody had one. , At least, it
was a good way to carry out the "early to rise"
idea.

JOKES

There is one of Hollins' younger celebrities '
whom it seems is destined to become one of
literatures, shining lights! She is Virginia
Moore Untemeyer, '24, and besides having published two books of verse UNot Poppy" and
. {(Bitter Sweet/' and having had her first novel
((Rising Wind" selected as a "book of the
month," she has now further crowned herself
with glory by having her essay chosen by the
Saturday Review, and awarded second prize.
In the Literary Digest of February 15th there
is a write-up of this, her latest laurel. Indeed,
it is with great pride that Hollins lays claim
to such worthy al umme.

II ALUMNAE NOTES II
Anne Montague (Mrs. Arthur Storey), '19,
of Hollins College, has recently been elected
regional director of the Junior League for the
South.
Alice Wagener, '24, is Director of Girl
Scouts in Jacksonville, Florida.
.
Margaret Wade, '29, of Richmon<J, is to be
married to-day.
.
Dorothy McDowell was recently married.
Mary Austen Mann, '27, wa's her maid of
honor.
Bobbie Robinson is cruising for the winter.
She is at present in Cuba.
--------~~~------~

FRENZIED FRESHMAN (to blind date):
"Are you a college boy?"
BLIND DATE: "No, I couldn't get in where
.
I wanted ~o!"
FRENZIED FRESHMAN: "Where did ' you
try?"
The 'Varsity Basket Ball Team was anBLIND DATE: "Hollins."
nounced at the second athletic banquet of the
year, March 8th. This is purely an honorary
SOPHOMORE (to dubious Frosh): "0, yes, award based on speed, efficiency and skill.
she's considered an awfully good teacher-she's The members of this year's varsity are:
Guards, Nancy Wilson, Dorothy Quarles,
been lecturing for ten years!"
FROSH (twisting nervously in seat): "I Mary Carnelia Hankins and Dorothy Sorg;
think we'd better leave then, she'll never stop." Jump Center, Janet Stirling; Side Center,
Anne Wynne Fleming; Forwards, Eleanor Wilson and Marguerite Harwell.
DRUE: "The Reds are going to win yet!"
----~~~~---------SUE: "How's that?"
DRUE: "The Blue's are already going MOHICANS WIN FOR THE "
down in defeat. ' Hokie's got falling arches."
THIRD SUCCESSIVE YEAR

Varsity Basket Ball Team
is Announced at Banquet

INTERESTED STUDENT (recounting one of her
experiences in Hygiene Cl3\ss): "And my
brother was bitten by a dog when . he was very
small. . . . "
MISS SITLER: "Was he a rabid dog?"
STUDENT: "No, just a plain bird dog."
DR. SAKANNISHI (to Freshman): "What
did you find by Shaw in the' Library?"
BRIGHT FRESHMAN: "I couldn't find anything."
DR. S.: "Where did you look?"
B. F.: "In the card catalogue."
DR. S. (in exasperation): "How do you
spell Shaw?"
B. F.: "Pshaw."
TIM (taking reducing exercises): "Throw
a chocolate in front of me, "E" and see if I
,
can pick it up."
PROF. (to Frances): "What do you think
of monogamy?"
FRANCES: "Personally, I prefer walnut or
oak."
PROF. (to intense student): "Do you read
Poe ?"
STUDENT; "No, I read pretty ' weIll"

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE, COLUMN ONE)
the Reds to one more point and to gain another
basket for themselves. The guarding of both
captains, Dorothy Quarles, of the Mohicans.
and Nancy Wilson; of the Yemassees, and the
playing of Stirling in center, were the features
of the game. Between the halves, the Wire··
Haired Terrier, who was brought by Miss
Ferris from Harrisonburg to support the Reds,
amused the spectators by fast dribbling up and
down the court.
,
The line-up for the game was as follows:
YEMASSEES

MOHICANS

Wilson, N. (Capt.) ... R. G ..... . .......... Sorg .
Hankins, M. C...... L. G ... Quarles, D. (Capt.)
Fleming ........... : . , C ................ Stirling
Keesler ............. S. C ................ Hoke
Harwell ..... . ..... . R. F ............... Locke
Tidwell. .......... , L. F ........... Wilson, E.
GOALS: Blues-Locke 4, Wilson 8; Reds:
Harwell 9, Tidwell ·2. Referee: First-half Dickson,
Umpire, Marbut; Second-half, Referee Webb,
Umpire Di~kson.
.---~~)-----

LOUISE: "That class is a dreaml"
HARRIET: "Whflt do you mean?"
LOUISE: "You have to . go to sleep
it."

